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1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to provide a solution overview and outline management 
approaches for Betdaq and pilot end users.  

1.2 Overview 
Betdaq currently have a push based implementation which provides generic exchange data 
to desktop and mobile web sites. The purpose of this document is to define how an existing 
Retail API Pilot user could use this solution.  
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2 Proposed Deployment 
Access to the new push solution will be via an instance of the AAPI as opposed to being integrated 

with the existing retail API solution. 

AAPI Usage 

• The AAPI for consumption by Retail API users is on Betdaqb2b (https://aapi-

service.betdaqb2b.com/AAPI).  

• AAPI instances on other Betdaq sites are solely for use by Betdaq web and mobile sites and are 

not to be used. There is monitoring in place on these web traffic AAPI instances to detect 

automated connections \ sessions \ subscriptions and these will be routinely blocked.  

• Further enhancement to prevent Retail API use of website AAPIs may included  

- Providing separate instances of the AAPI for the Retail API and website consumers 

- Limit AAPI access to specific approved account. 

- Configuring the connection, session & subscription characteristics for each to only support 

session and subscriptions behaviour from the targets consumers. 

2.1 Connections & Sessions 
 

• The Client application needs to establish a connection to the AAPI on BetdaqB2B using secure 

websockets. 

• After establishing a connection, Retail API consumers must create an AAPI session with an 

authenticated Betdaqb2b account – passing a username and password to the LogOnPunter 

command to create the session. Anonymous sessions or those using SessionToken are not 

permitted. 

• Each BetdaqB2B account needs to be explicitly approved for the AAPI use by the relevant 

Betdaq Account management.  

• There is only one concurrent session permissible on a connection. 

• Connections and sessions are long running and the same connection and session should be used 

to manage the multiple subscriptions.  

• A single BetdaqB2B account can have a maximum of 10 concurrent sessions (and by definition 

10 connections). This is a configurable amount and Betdaq reserve the right to change this if 

deemed necessary. Any changes will be notified to the AAPI consumers in advance. 

 

2.2 Subscriptions 
• Retail API consumer can create subscription types to the following exchange information  

o SubscribeMarketInformation 

o SubscribeDetailedMarketPrices 

o SubscribeEventMatchedAmounts 

o SubscribeEventHierarchy  
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A separate GBE Asynchronous API Integration Guide will accompany this document providing 

specification on the commands and topics. 

• A Betdaq account will only support subscriptions to a max of number of concurrent markets at 

any one time. This max number of concurrent markets is the sum off all distinct markets 

subscribed to on the same subscription type across all sessions on a single BetadqB2B account. 

• The max number of market subscriptions is applied to subscription types individually. That is 

there will be a limit for MarkInformation, a limit for MarketDetailedPrices, and a limit for 

MarketMatchedAmounts.  

• Initially the same limit will be applied for each subscription type and will be set to 500 markets 

per subscription type. This is a configurable amount and Betdaq reserve the right to change this 

max amount, if deemed necessary. Any changes will be notified to the AAPI consumers in 

advance. 

• Best practise would be to subscribing to one of the commands using MarketIds – however it is 

possible to subscribe by EventId, including further filtering by market types.  

o If a client application already has a number of subscriptions and attempts to subscribe 

to additional markets on that same subscription type – but the intended subscription 

would result in market subscriptions in excess of the max number of concurrent market 

for the subscription type, the entire subscription will be rejected with an appropriate 

return code.   

o If a subscription command is by event and the event is at a point in the hierarchy where 

the event has more child \ grandchild markets than the max number of concurrent 

markets, the entire subscription will be rejected with an appropriate return code.  

• The Pilot user is best placed to determine the appropriate number of connections and number 

of markets in any one subscription type considering the volume of updates (market type, 

number & frequency of topics pushed on a subscription) and the network bandwidth and 

processing capabilities of their client application i.e. a horse racing win market will a significantly 

high frequency of price changes and updates than a Football outright etc.    

• If the throughput of the client application is not sufficient to consume the topics at a high 

enough rate due to limits on bandwidth or processing capabilities, a queue of unprocessed 

topics builds up and the AAPI will detect this and once the queue exceeds a set threshold, will 

stop the subscription and disconnection the client application. 

• Refresh period for subscribed topics is set at a minimum of 1 second at the moment. This will be 

reviewed once the AAPI becomes more widely available.  

• Betdaq have monitoring in place on the number of connections, sessions, and subscribed 

markets per subscription type and data send to any particular account. Betdaq has have ability 

to restrict the number of sessions per account, the number of subscription per account and can 

change the level of service based volume of data sent. 
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3 Managing Connections 
  

Users connect to the AAPI via a websocket connection which provides bi-directional communication, 

and on which data is sent asynchronously to the client.  It is a matter for the user to ensure that the 

client can consume the data at it is being sent by the server. Moreover it is up to the user to ensure that 

the volume of data requested and subscribed to will not overload the connection. Connection 

overloading occurs where the volume of data requested by a client and subsequently queued for that 

client exceeds pre-configured buffers on the server. When connection overloading occurs the AAPI will 

disconnect the client.  

 

When subscribing an initial load message is sent for each topic representing the current state of the data 

on the topic. Subscription commands can potentially subscribe a client to hundreds and in some cases 

thousands of topics, some with quite verbose data. This can lead to connection overloading especially 

where a client issues a subscription request which generates too much initial load data, for example 

subscribing for markets at a point too high in the Event Tree. 

 

The following guidelines should help clients manage the connection.  

 

In general a client should not issue multiple subscription commands in parallel.  After issuing a 

subscription message, the client will send the initial load messages followed by the command 

response. Clients should wait until they receive the response message before submitting 

subsequent commands. 

 

Some of our API’s provide the option to subscribe either via a list of market ids or alternatively 

via a single EventClassifierId. We recommend subscribing via marketIds, so that the client has a 

handle on the number of markets to expect. For Market information, it is recommend there a 

max of 100 markets are requested per command. For MarketPrices and Market MatchAmounts 

it is recommend there a max of 200 and 400 markets per command respectively. 

 

Obviously markets with large number of selections will generate more data and as such the 

client should reduce the number of markets, for example with golf outright markets, it would 

recommended that the client would request single market subscriptions for such events.  

 

It is possible to subscribe via eventClassifer id, however with this method is it more difficult for 

the client to prevent connection overloading. If using this option, it is recommended that the 

client only using on event classifiers at the bottom of the tree, ie event classifiers that directly 

contains markets. A client can use the flags marketTypesToExclude or marketTypesToInclude to 

ensure they are only subscribed to the market types they are interested in. There is also a limit 

of the number of concurrent markets that a client can subscribe to, therefore it is in the client’s 

interest that they only subscribe to what they are interested in. 

 

Note that some markets are not available for exchange trading.  

 

There are a number of flags available on various subscription commands to reduce the amount 

of data returned, 
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• Where the client is not interested in selection information, the 

wantSelectionInformation flag should be set to false. 

 

• The wantDirectDescendantsOnly flag can be used ensure the client only gets 

direct children of an eventclassifier. This can be used to get top level events 

from root or by sport/league/meet etc. 

 

• A number of API’s wantExchangeLangugeInformationOnly. It is recommended 

setting this flag to true. Setting it to false will include additional language 

specific topics that are largely duplication of Exchange Language topics which 

would not be of interest to AAPI users.  

 

• excludeMarketInformation flag on SubscibeEventHierarchy can be used to 

determine if market information should be returned by this call. Where market 

information is included consider setting wantSelectionInformation flag to false. 

 

• SubscibeEventHierarchy can be used to download either the entire event tree or 

the event tree by sport. In the former case it can be used with 

wantDirectDescendantsOnly set to true to get the toplevel event sport. Use in 

conjunction with ecxludeMarketInformation (true) and 

wantExchangeLangugeInformationOnly (true).  
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